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Abstract
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are famous for their high prediction accuracy, but they
are also known for their black-box nature and poor interpretability. We consider the
problem of variable selection, that is, selecting the input variables that have significant
predictive power on the output, in DNNs. We propose a backward elimination procedure
called SurvNet, which is based on a new measure of variable importance that applies to
a wide variety of networks. More importantly, SurvNet is able to estimate and control
the false discovery rate of selected variables, while no existing methods provide such a
quality control. Further, SurvNet adaptively determines howmany variables to eliminate
at each step in order to maximize the selection efficiency. To study its validity, SurvNet is
applied to image data and gene expression data, as well as various simulation datasets.
Deep neural networks (DNNs) are a popularmachine learning technique and have shown
superior performance in many scientific problems. Despite of their high prediction accuracy,
DNNs are often criticized for a lack of interpretation of how changes of the input variables
influence the output. Indeed, for applications in many scientific fields such as biology and
medicine, understanding the statistical models described by the networks can be as im-
portant as, if not more important than, the prediction accuracy. In a DNN, because of its
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nonlinearity and inherent complexity, generally one should not expect a concise relation-
ship between each input variable and the output, such as the conditional monotonicity in
linear regression or logistic regression. A more realistic approach for interpreting the DNN
model can be selecting a subset of variables, among all input variables, that have significant
predictive power on the output, which is known as “variable selection”. This paper considers
the variable selection problem in DNNs.
During the past decades, many methods have been proposed for this task. The vari-
able selection methods for neural networks, similar to the ones for other machine learning
techniques, can be broadly classified into three categories: filters, wrappers and embedded
methods [1, 2, 3]. Filters select variables by information theoretic criteria such as mutual
information [4] and partial mutual information [5], and the selection procedure does not
involve network training. In contrast, both wrappers and embedded methods are based on
the training of neural networks. Wrappers wrap the training phase with a search strategy,
which searches through the set, or a subset, of all possible combinations of input variables
and selects the combination whose corresponding network gives the highest prediction ac-
curacy. A number of sequential [6, 7] and heuristic search strategies [8, 9, 10] have been
used. Embedded methods, unlike wrappers, select variables during the training of the net-
work of interest. This can be done by gradually removing/pruning weights or variables
according to their importance measured in various ways (a detailed review is given in the
Methods section) or by incorporating a regularization term into the loss function of the
neural network to impose sparsity on the weights [11, 12, 13, 14]. For a more exhaustive
review of variable selection methods in neural networks, see [1, 15].
While a lot of variable selection methods have been developed for neural networks, there
are still challenges that hinder them from beingwidely used. First and foremost, these meth-
ods lack a control on the quality of selected variables. When selecting from a large number
of variables, a standard way of quality control is to calculate false discovery rate (FDR) [16]
and control it at a certain level, particularly in biological and medical studies. In the context
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of variable selection, FDR is the (expected) proportion of false positives among all variables
called significant; for example, if 20 variables are selected (called significant), and two of
them are actually null, then the FDR is 2/20 = 0.1. However, no variable selection methods
for neural networks so far have tried to estimate FDR or keep FDR under control. Second,
among these methods, many were developed for specific types of networks, especially very
shallow networks, and they do not work, or work inefficiently, for deeper networks. Third,
many of the methods are not applicable to large datasets, on which their computational
loads can be prohibitively high.
In this paper, we develop a method called SurvNet for variable selection in neural net-
works that overcomes these limitations. It is an embedded method that gradually removes
least relevant variables until the FDR of remaining variables reaches a desired threshold.
Figure 1 is the flowchart of SurvNet. It starts by adding a set of simulated input variables
called “surrogate variables” that will help estimate FDR and training a network with all vari-
ables, including both original and surrogate variables. Then it calculates the importance of
each variable (original or surrogate) and eliminates the variables that are least important.
When eliminating a variable, its corresponding input neuron and all outgoing connections
of this neuron are removed from the network. After this, SurvNet estimates the FDR of the
original variables that remain in the model. If the estimated FDR is greater than the pre-set
threshold, SurvNet will go back to the step of training the (updated) network; otherwise,
the elimination stops, and all remaining surrogate variables are removed before the final
model is trained. Note that each updated network is trained using the values of weights in
the last trained network as initial values for a “warm start”.
There are three major novelties in this backward elimination procedure of SurvNet. First,
it proposes a new measure/score of variable importance, which works regardless of the type
of problems (classification or regression), the number of output neurons (one or multiple),
and the number of hidden layers (one or multiple) in neural networks. In fact, this score can
be readily computed for networks with arbitrary depths and activation functions. Second,
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SurvNet proposes an easy and quick way of estimating FDRs. Statistical estimation of FDRs
requires obtaining the null distribution of the importance scores, that is, the distribution of
the scores of irrelevant variables [17]. This is often done by permuting the output values of
samples and training multiple independent models in parallel, each of which corresponds
to a permuted dataset, but the computational cost is typically unaffordable for neural net-
works. SurvNet proposes a distinct way. It generates a set of null variables which serve as
surrogates of the (unknown) null original variables to obtain the null distribution. With the
introduction of surrogate variables, an estimate of FDR can be given by a simple mathe-
matical formula without training a large number of networks at each step. Third, instead
of eliminating one variable or any pre-specified number of variables at each step, SurvNet
is able to adaptively determine an appropriate number of variables to eliminate by itself.
This number, expressed in a concise mathematical formula, makes the elimination highly
efficient while having the FDR well controlled on the desired level. The formula includes a
parameter called “elimination rate”, which is a constant between 0 and 1 and controls the
“aggressiveness” of elimination. When this parameter is chosen to be 1, the elimination is
the most aggressive.
Put together, SurvNet is a computationally efficient mechanism for variable selection
in neural networks that needs little manual intervention. After setting the initial network
structure, an FDR cutoff η∗ (0.1 is the most commonly used value), and an elimination rate
ε (1 is often an acceptable choice), the elimination procedure will automatically determine
how many and which variables to eliminate at each step and stop when the estimated FDR
is no greater than η∗.
Data and results
We applied SurvNet to digits 4’s and 9’s in the MNIST database (Dataset 5), a single-cell
RNA-Seq dataset (Dataset 6), as well as four simulation datasets (Datasets 1 ∼ 4).
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MNIST [18] contains 60,000 training images (including 5,000 validation images) and
10,000 testing images of ten handwritten digits from 0 to 9. Each image contains 28×28 =
784 pixels, which are treated as 784 input variables.
Single-cell RNA-Seq [19] is a biological technique for measuring gene expression in cells.
Along with other single-cell techniques, it was recognized as the “2018 Breakthrough of the
Year” by the Science magazine on account of its important applications in biomedical and
genomic research. In single-cell RNA-Seq data, the samples are the cells, the inputs are
expression levels of individual genes, and the output is the cell type. Biologically, it is often
believed that the cell type is determined by a small set of genes, and thus single-cell RNA-Seq
data can be a good choice to study variable selection.
The classification accuracy of SurvNet for these real data was evaluated by several crite-
ria, including initial test loss, initial test error, final test loss and final test error. Here “test
loss” and “test error” refer to the cross-entropy loss and the misclassification rate on the test
data, respectively; and their “initial” and “final” values were derived by using the network
with all original variables and with selected variables only, respectively. See Supplementary
Materials for details about how they were calculated.
For these real datasets (Datasets 5∼ 6), however, it is unknownwhich variables are truly
significant. Hence we relied on simulated data to quantitatively assess the accuracy of se-
lected variables, the most important aspect of SurvNet. Four datasets were simulated under
different schemes. Datasets 1 ∼ 3 were for classification and Dataset 4 was for regression.
Except for the MNIST data, each dataset was divided into a training set and a test set,
with 80% of the samples in the training set and 20% in the test set, and 30% of training
samples were further separated for validation (used to decide when to stop training, see
Supplementary Materials).
SurvNet was implemented on TensorFlow 1.8 [20]. For each dataset, we used a common
and simple network structure with two hidden layers, which consisted of 40 and 20 nodes
respectively. The ReLU activation function was used, together with a batch size of 50 and a
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learning rate of 0.05 (0.01 for the regression problem).
In our experiments, Datasets 1 ∼ 4 were simulated 25 times, and the results of vari-
able selection using SurvNet are averaged over these 25 simulations. For Dataset 1, we
demonstrate how SurvNet works step by step to look into its behavior, and we also study
the influence of the elimination rate by setting ε to different values. On other simulation
datasets, results are similar and thus are not given.
Dataset 1: simulated data with independent variables
We simulated a 10, 000 × 784 matrix X, with xij ∼ i.i.d. U(0, 1) for 1 ≤ i ≤ 10, 000, 1 ≤
j ≤ 784, where U means uniform distribution, and treated its rows and columns as samples
and variables respectively. The samples were randomly assigned into two classes C1 and
C2 of equal size. Then p
′ = 64 variables were chosen at random and their values in one
class were shifted: for each of these variables, we generated a shift value δj ∼ U(0.1, 0.3),
with its direction having equal probability of being positive and negative. More precisely,
xij ← xij + (2αj − 1) · δj for i ∈ C1, j ∈ Ωp′ , where αj ∼ Bernoulli(
1
2
) and Ωp′ was the set
of p′ randomly chosen variables. In this way, the 784 variables were independent from each
other, and the 64 variables were significant because each of them had different mean values
in the two classes. This “independent-variable differential-mean” scheme is a very widely
used simulation scheme for studying variable selection.
We ran SurvNet on this dataset with an FDR cutoff η∗ = 0.1 and an elimination rate
ε = 1. To demonstrate how SurvNet works step by step, Figure 2a shows, in one instance
of simulation, the number of original variables and surrogate variables left at each step of
a selection process as well as the corresponding estimated FDR. The number of variables to
be eliminated in the subsequent step is also displayed, and notice that our algorithm was
efficient: it eliminated a large number of variables at the beginning and gradually slowed
down the elimination as the number of remaining variables decreased and the estimated
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FDR got closer to the desired value. When the estimated FDR became less than 0.1, the se-
lection process stopped, and the final model turned out to contain all the 64 truly significant
variables. On the same data, we studied the influence of elimination rate, and the results
of using ε = 1 and ε = 0.5 are shown in Figure 2b and 2c. It is found that while a larger
elimination rate led to a faster selection process with fewer steps, the number of variables
left at the end of the selection was almost the same (Figure 2b). Moreover, regardless of
elimination rate, our method gave an accurate estimate of FDR, and the true value of FDR
was well controlled throughout the selection process (Figure 2c).
The overall performance of SurvNet under η∗ = 0.1 and ε = 1 was summarized in Table
1. The test loss and test error on the model with selected variables were both less than those
on the model that contains all original variables, indicating enhanced predictive power of
the network. More importantly, SurvNet accurately selected the significant variables: it
kept 61.92 of the 64 significant variables, along with 7.42 false positives, and the selected
variables had an FDR of 0.105, which was very close to the cutoff value 0.1. The estimated
FDR, 0.093, was also close to the actual FDR.
The results under different elimination rates (ε = 1 and ε = 0.5), different FDR cutoffs
(η∗ = 0.1 and η∗ = 0.05), and different numbers of significant variables (p′ = 64 and p′ = 32)
are shown in Table S1.
Dataset 2: simulated data with correlated variables
We considered correlated variables in this simulation dataset. It is well known that vari-
able dependence often makes FDR estimation difficult [21, 22], and we wondered whether
SurvNet was still valid in this case. Images are perfect examples of data with correlated
variables, as the value of a pixel usually highly depends on the value of its surrounding pix-
els. Here we used all images of digit 0 in the MNIST data and randomly assigned them into
two classes, and all variables were supposed to be non-significant for classification at this
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time. Then we picked p′ = 64 variables and shifted their mean values in one class in the
same way we did in Dataset 1.
Table 1 shows the performance of SurvNet under η∗ = 0.1 and ε = 1. Similar to that on
Dataset 1, the test loss decreased after variable selection. The test error before and after vari-
able selection were both zero, possibly due to the positive correlation between pixels, which
reduced the difficulty of the classification problem. Although SurvNet identified slightly
fewer significant variables (59.36 of the 64 significant variables) than it did in Dataset 1,
the FDR 0.107 was still very close to the desired cutoff, and its estimated value 0.094 was
accurate as well. For results under different sets of parameter values, see Table S2.
Dataset 3: simulated data with variance-inflated variables
The third simulation scheme is very challenging. Unlike in the previous two datasets, the sig-
nificant variables did not differ in the mean values of the two classes; instead, they differed
only in the variances. Same as in Dataset 1, we simulated a 10, 000×784matrixX whose el-
ement xij ∼ i.i.d. U(0, 1) and divided the samples into two equal-size classes C1 and C2. But
then, to make p′ = 64 randomly chosen variables significant, we let xij ← xij+(2αij−1) ·δij
for i ∈ C1, j ∈ Ωp′, where αij ∼ Bernoulli(
1
2
), and δij ∼ U(0.8, 1). Note that different from
the first two simulation schemes, here δ and α depend on both i and j. Thus the means
of these variables remained unchanged, but their standard deviations inflated from 0.29 to
0.95 (see Supplementary Materials for calculations). In other words, the only difference
between the two classes was that the values of 64 out of 784 pixels were “noisier”. In this
case, classifiers and tests based on discrepancies in the mean values would fail. For example,
t-test merely identified 0.20 (averaged over 25 instances) of the 64 significant variables.
The results of applying SurvNet with η∗ = 0.1 and ε = 1 were shown in Table 1, and
the first thing to notice is the dramatic improvement of classification accuracy on the test
set. While the test error given by the network with all 784 vriables was 49.42%, it dropped
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to 0.47% after variable selection by SurvNet; that is, from an almost random guess to an
almost perfect classification. This implies that the variable selection gives back to the DNN
the ability of utilizing all types of information useful for classification, which was masked
by the overwhelming irrelevant variables. Among the selected variables, 23.00 were truly
significant variables, and 3.40 were false positives. Although only 36% of the significant
variables were successfully identified, the FDR of the remaining variables, 0.114, was close
to the cutoff, and the estimated FDR was acceptably accurate.
We then scrutinized the selection process of SurvNet on this dataset, and found that the
reason only a proportion of significant variables were retained was that the initial network
that made almost random guesses could not accurately determine the importance of vari-
ables and thus many significant variables were removed. As the selection proceeded, the
network gained higher classification accuracy and also stronger ability to distinguish the
significant variables. When we used a smaller elimination rate, say ε = 0.5, SurvNet was
able to keep a larger proportion of significant variables (see Table S3 for details).
Dataset 4: simulated regression data
Suppose the data matrix is X = (xij)10,000×784, and each xij ∼ U(−1, 1). Of the 784 vari-
ables, 64 were randomly chosen as significant variables (denoted by xkj , j = 1, . . . , 64), and
y was set to be the linear combination of xkj or its nonlinear functions, plus a few interaction
terms and a random error term:
yi =
16∑
j=1
βjxikj +
32∑
j=17
βj sin xikj +
48∑
j=33
βje
xikj +
64∑
j=49
βj max(0, xikj)
+β ′1xik15xik16 + β
′
2xik31xik32 + β
′
3xik47xik48 + β
′
4xik63xik64 + εi,
where βj = (2αj − 1) · bj , αj ∼ Bernoulli(
1
2
), bj ∼ U(1, 3), εi ∼ N(0, 1) for i = 1, . . . , 10, 000,
j = 1, . . . , 64, and β ′1, β
′
2, β
′
3, β
′
4 have the same distribution as βj.
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We ran SurvNet with η∗ = 0.1 and ε = 1 on 25 instances of simulation and the results
are reported in the format of mean ± standard deviation. After variable selection, the test
loss was reduced greatly, from 33.013 ± 27.059 to 8.901 ± 1.988. The number of remaining
original variables was 71.16±5.02 on average, and 63.96±0.20 of the 64 significant variables
were kept. The actual FDR of the selected variables was 0.097 ± 0.061, close to the desired
value 0.1, and the estimated FDR, 0.094 ± 0.004, was accurate. The results suggest that
SurvNet is highly effective for this regression dataset.
Dataset 5: digits 4 and 9 in MNIST
After four simulation datasets, we applied SurvNet to the MNIST data. Here we only used
the images of two digits that look alike (4 and 9), as they are similar in most pixels and
are only different in pixels in certain regions. In Figure 3a, we show two representative
4’s that differ in the width of top opening and two representative 9’s that differ in the
presence of a bottom hook. The four regions circled in red are likely to be most significant
in differentiating 4’s and 9’s, especially the region in the upper middle denoting whether
the top is closed or open, and the region in the lower middle denoting whether there is a
hook at the bottom.
From left to right, Figure 3b shows the pixels that were selected by SurvNet under four
combinations of FDR cutoffs (η∗ = 0.1 or 0.01) and elimination rates (ε = 1 or 0.5). The
colors display the relative importance, defined by equation 2 (see Methods), of the selected
pixels, and a darker color means greater importance. We found that different parameter
settings gave quite consistent results, and they all picked out the four regions that were
speculated to be significant.
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Dataset 6: single-cell RNA-Seq data
Chen et al. performed single-cell RNA-Seq analysis of the adult mouse hypothalamus and
identified 45 cell types based on clustering analysis [23]. We used 5,282 cells in two non-
neuronal clusters, oligodendrocyte precursor cell (OPC) and myelinating oligodendrocyte
(MO), which reflected two distinct stages of oligodendrocyte maturation. Following a stan-
dard pre-processing protocol of single-cell RNA-Seq data [24], we filtered out the genes
whose expression could not be detected in more than 30% of these cells, which left 1,046
genes for further analysis, and used log(TPM + 1) for measuring gene expression levels,
where TPM standed for “transcripts per million”.
With η∗ = 0.01 and ε = 1, SurvNet selected 145 genes in one realization. Figure 4
shows the heatmap of the expression values of these genes, in which rows are genes and
columns are cells. The top banner shows the class labels for the samples. For gene expression
data, the set of significant genes are typically identified by “differential expression” analysis,
which finds differences in the mean expression levels of genes between classes. Indeed,
as the heatmap shows, most genes have evidently different mean expression levels in the
OPCs and MOs. However, among the 145 significant genes identified by SurvNet, 16 have
log-fold-changes (logFCs) less than 1, meaning that their mean expression levels are not
very different in the OPCs and MOs. In Figure 4, these genes are marked in purple on the
left banner, in contrast to green for the other genes. Actually, Bartlett’s test, which tests
the difference in variance, claimed that 14 of these 16 genes had unequal variances in the
two groups of cells (p-value < 0.05); thus, they are instances of variance-inflated variables
selected by SurvNet, in addition to the ones in Dataset 3. Again, SurvNet demonstrates
its ability to identify various types of significant variables, not just variables with different
means.
Further, the functional interpretations of the selected genes match the biological charac-
teristics of OPCs andMOs. We conducted GeneOntology (GO) analysis using DAVID 6.8 pro-
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gram [25, 26], and found that these genes were likely to play an important role in a number
of biological processes, for example, substantia nigra development (with p-value 8.8×10−9,
fold enrichment 29.1), nervous system development (1.8 × 10−5, 4.8), positive regulation
of dendritic spine development (1.2× 10−3, 19.0) and astrocyte differentiation (3.2× 10−3,
34.5). In particular, oligodendrocyte differentiation (1.8×10−3, 16.2) defines the transition
from OPCs to their mature form (MOs) [27, 28], and myelination (7.1× 10−5, 13.8), which
is the process of generating myelin and is a kind of axon ensheathment (3.5× 10−2, 55.2),
is unique to MOs [29, 28]. Corresponding to these processes, the selected genes were also
enriched for cellular components such as myelin sheath (2.4×10−19, 16.2), axon (1.2×10−5,
5.0) as well as internode region of axon (2.9 × 10−4, 106.1), and molecular functions like
structural constituent of myelin sheath (3.1× 10−6, 115.3). Besides, among the 16 selected
genes whose expression levels had no obvious differences in the OPCs and MOs, Cd9 was
involved in oligodendrocyte development [30], and Ckb, Actb, Tuba1a as well as Gpm6b
were related to myelin sheath or myelin proteolipid protein PLP [31, 32].
After variable selection, the test loss was reduced from 4.230× 10−3 to 3.460× 10−3, and
the test error dropped from 0.083% to 0.076% (averaged over 25 realizations).
Conclusions and discussion
We have presented a largely automatic procedure for variable selection in neural networks
(SurvNet). It is based on a new measure of variable importance that applies to a variety of
networks, deep or shallow, for regression or classification, and with one or multiple output
units. More importantly, SurvNet is the first method that estimates and controls the FDR of
selected variables, which is essential for applications where the trustworthiness of variable
selection is pivotal. By introducing surrogate variables, it avoids training multiple networks
in parallel. SurvNet also adjusts the number of variables to eliminate at each step, and the
“warm start” nature of backward elimination facilitates the training of networks. On mul-
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tiple simulation datasets and real datasets, SurvNet has effectively identified the significant
variables and given a dependable estimate of FDR.
SurvNet takes advantages of modern developments of DNNs. The importance scores
of input variables that are based on derivatives with respect to the inputs can be efficiently
computed by functions in deep-learning packages such as TensorFlow, PyTorch, and Theano.
Moreover, advances in optimization techniques and computation platforms have made the
training of DNNs highly scalable. In particular, DNNs can accommodate a large number of
input variables, which enables the introduction of surrogate variables.
Given a dataset, SurvNet may select different sets of significant variables at different
runs owing to the randomness originated from the generation of surrogate variables and the
training of networks (e.g., the random initial values of weights). While the former is unique
to SurvNet, the latter is ubiquitous to any applications of neural networks. The randomness
caused by generating surrogate variables may be lowered by, for example, using a larger
number of surrogate variables or assembling results frommultiple runs, but this randomness
should not be a major concern if it is not much larger than the inevitable randomness coming
from network training. To study this, we take Dataset 5 as an example. Using η∗ = 0.1 and
ε = 1, we ran SurvNet 25 times, and found that SurvNet selected 114.16 ± 11.36 variables;
and the overlapped proportion of the selected variables in each pair of realizations was
approximately 0.77. These results reflected both sources of randomness. Then we fixed the
surrogate variables in each realization, and SurvNet selected 118.32 ± 7.94 variables, with
the overlapped proportion of the selected variables of each pair of realizations around 0.79.
This indicates that for this dataset, the randomness brought by surrogate variables wasmuch
less than that by the training of networks. And (hopefully) as peace of mind, some other
well-known techniques for statistical tests and variable selection, such as permutation tests
and bootstrap tests (and especially, parametric bootstrap tests), also have extra randomness
caused by permutations or random number generations, but they are still very widely used.
Next we discuss howmany surrogate variables should be generated. In all experiments in
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this paper, we simply set the number of surrogate variables (q) to be the same as the number
of original variables (p). A larger q may lower the randomness brought by the surrogate
variables and thus give a more stable selection of variables and a more accurate estimate
of FDR. These improvements can be noticeable and worth pursuing when the number of
original variables is small. On the other hand, a larger number of surrogate variables may
increase the computational load. As a rule of thumb, we recommend using q = p for datasets
with moderate to large sample size, and q can be a few times larger than p if p is small and
be smaller than p if p is very large.
Although variable selection is critical to many real applications and is often considered
one of the most fundamental problems in machine learning [33, 34], it is worth noting that
this task does not apply to certain problems or certain types of DNNs. As an example, for
some image datasets like ImageNet [35], deep convolutional neural networks are often a
good choice due to their translation invariance characteristics, as the object of interest, such
as a dog, may appear at any position in an image and thus theoretically every pixel should be
relevant. Also, in the area of natural language processing, where recurrent neural networks
are often used, the number of input variables (i.e. the length of input sequence) is not fixed
and variable selection makes little sense.
The main aim of variable selection is to identify significant variables, which may, for
example, shed light on themechanisms of biological processes or guide further experimental
validation. Apart from that, an additional aim may be to improve the classification accuracy.
Although we did observe an improvement of generalization accuracy on all our simulated
and real datasets, such an improvement is not guaranteed even if the variable selection
procedure works perfectly. In some datasets, except for a set of significant variables, all other
variables are almost completely irrelevant to the outcome, and variable selection may give
extra power in prediction. However, in some other datasets, the relevances of variables are
not polarized; there are many variables each having a very small influence on the output,
but their accumulative contribution is non-negligible. For these datasets, such variables
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are likely to be ruled out during selection since it is hard to confidently determine their
individual significance, but ignoring all of them could cause a loss of prediction power.
Methods
Measures of variable importance
Notation
We use a tuple (x,y) to represent the input and the output of the network, with y being
either one-dimensional or multi-dimensional. xj denotes the j
th component of x, namely
the jth variable, and (x(i),y(i)) (i = 1, . . . , n) is the ith sample, where n is the total number
of samples (in the training set). Given a proper form of the loss L(·, ·), the loss function
L∗ =
∑n
i=1 L(y
(i), f(x(i))), where f denotes the output function of the network. The most
popular choices for L(·, ·) are the squared error loss for regression problems and the cross-
entropy loss for classification problems.
Existing measures
Many statistics have been proposed to measure the importance of variables in neural net-
works, and they generally fall into two categories [36, 37].
One category of methods estimate the importance of xj , denoted by Sj, based on the
magnitudes of the connection weights in the network [38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. A simple example
is the sum of absolute values of input weights [38], but larger values of weights in the input
layer do not mean greater importance if connections in hidden layers have small weights,
and a better alternative is to replace the input weights with the products of the weights on
each path from this input to the output [39]. These measures were developed for networks
with only one hidden layer, and they are unlikely to work well for deeper networks as the
outgoing weights of a neuron does not reflect its importance once the neuron is inactive
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(e.g., when the input of a sigmoid neuron is far from zero or the input of a ReLU neuron is
negative).
The other category of methods estimate Sj by the sum of influences of the input weights
on the loss function, i.e. Sj =
∑
k∈Ωj
δL∗k, where Ωj is the set of outgoing weights from
the jth input neuron, and δL∗k is the increment of the loss function caused by the removal
of weight wk [36]. δL
∗
k can be approximated by a Taylor series of the loss function using
first-order terms [43, 44] or second-order terms [45, 46, 47]. However, it is unclear why Sj
equals the (unweighted) sum of δL∗k ’s.
Apart from these two major categories of measures, it was also proposed to use Sj =
∂f
∂xj
,
i.e. Sj =
∂y
∂xj
, when the output y is one-dimensional [48, 49]. But it is unclear how Sj should
be defined when there are multiple output units. Let y1, . . . , yK be the output values of K
output units, and one definition of Sj was given by Sj =
∑K
k=1 |
∂yk
∂xj
| [50]. However, using
this summation seems problematic in some cases, especially when y1, . . . , yK are the outputs
of softmax functions.
Our new measure
We propose a simple and direct measure of the importance of variable j based on ∂L
∂xj
, which
describes how the loss changes with xj . There are a few advantages of using
∂L
∂xj
. First,
regardless of the structure of the network and whether the output(s) is/are continuous or
categorical, L is always well defined since it is the target for the optimization/training of the
network. Thus the proposed measure is applicable to a wide variety of networks. Second,
no matter how many output units there are, L is always a scalar and hence ∂L
∂xj
is always a
scalar. There is no trouble in how to combine effects from multiple output units. Third, ∂L
∂xj
is easily computable with the backpropogation method, and popular frameworks/libraries
for DNN computations (e.g., TensorFlow, PyTorch and Theano) all use differentiators that
efficiently compute partial derivatives (gradients) of arbitrary forms.
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Note that ∂L
∂xj
is a function of the tuple (x,y), and hence it is natural to estimate it by its
mean over all observations in the training set. To avoid cancellation of positive and negative
values, we measure the importance of xj by the mean of absolute values
Sj =
1
n
n∑
i=1
|
∂L
∂xj
(y(i), f(x(i)))|, (1)
or the mean of squares
Sj =
1
n
n∑
i=1
∂L
∂xj
(y(i), f(x(i)))2, (2)
where ∂L
∂xj
(y(i), f(x(i))) is the value of ∂L
∂xj
at the i’th training sample.
The importance scores given by equation 1 and equation 2 implicitly assume that all the
input values have similar range, which is typically the case for DNNs, since it is common
practice to standardize/scale the variables before supplying them to the network for the
sake of faster and more stable training of the network [51, 52]. If this is not the case, we
suggest the score in equation 1 be multiplied by the (sample) standard deviation of xj and
the score in equation 2 be multiplied by the (sample) variance of xj .
Note that in the case of multiple linear regression, L = 1
2
(y − yˆ)2 = 1
2
(y −
∑
j βjxj)
2,
where y is a scalar response and βj is the j
th regression coefficient, then ∂L
∂xj
= −(y − yˆ)βj .
Thus, Sj is defined as |βj | ·
1
n
∑n
i=1 |ei| or β
2
j ·
1
n
∑n
i=1 e
2
i by (1) and (2) respectively, where
ei = y
(i) − yˆ(i). Note that Sj is proportional to |βj| or β
2
j as
1
n
∑n
i=1 |ei| and
1
n
∑n
i=1 e
2
i are
constants. Therefore, both of them are reasonable measures of the contribution of the jth
variable, and they are actually equivalent in this case. The meaning of Sj in some other
special cases, such as linear regression with multiple outputs and logistic regression with
one or multiple outputs, is elaborated in Supplementary Materials.
All results in the main text were obtained using equation 2. Results obtained using
equation 1 (given in Supplementary Materials) are not significantly different.
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Elimination procedure with FDR control
In this section, we first introduce how we estimate FDR and then talk about how we use this
estimate to determine the number of variables to eliminate at each step.
Introduction of surrogate variables
The key of estimating FDR [17] is to estimate/generate the null distribution of the test
statistic. In our case, it is to obtain the distribution of the importance score Sj defined
by equation 2 or equation 1 for variables that are not significant. Since the network is a
complicated and highly nonlinear model, a theoretical distribution that applies to various
network structure and various types of data may not exist. This null distribution needs to
be obtained for the network and the data in hand.
However, it is usually unknown which variables are truly null. If we construct the null
distribution by permuting the output values of the data, it seems inevitable to train multiple
networks from scratch in parallel. For this reason, we propose to introduce/add a number
of variables that are known/generated to be null. We call these variables “surrogate null
variables” (or “surrogate variables” for short). These variables will be concatenated with
the original variables to form a larger data matrix.
To be precise, suppose there are p original variables and n training samples (including
validation samples). Then after we add q surrogate variables, the new data matrix will be
of size n× (p+ q), which binds the original n×p data matrixX with a n× q data matrix for
surrogate variables Xs. It is assumed that the original variables are distributed in similar
ranges or have been standardized, which is a suggested pre-processing step as it benefits the
training of the network, and the elements inXs are sampled with replacement (or without
replacement when q ≤ p) from the elements inX. As a result, the q surrogate variables are
null, and their importance scores give the null distribution.
We recommend q to be on the same scale as p (see Conclusions and Discussion for a
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more detailed discussion about the choice of q). For convenience, q takes the same value
as p in all experiments in this paper. In this case, the elements in Xs can be generated by
permuting the elements in X.
The selection procedure of SurvNet starts with using all p + q variables as inputs. Then
at each step, it eliminates a number of least important variables, including both original
variables and surrogate variables. The remaining variables are used to continue training the
network, and the elimination stops once the FDR falls below the cutoff.
FDR estimation
Then we consider how to estimate FDR at any given time of the selection process. Suppose
r variables are retained in the network, among which there are r0 surrogate variables, then
r0/q proportion of surrogate (null) variables have not been eliminated yet. Accordingly,
one would expect that roughly the same proportion of null original variables still exist at
this time, that is, approximately r0
q
· p0 variables among the remaining original variables are
falsely called significant, where p0 is the number of null variables in the original dataset.
Thus, an estimate of the FDR of the r − r0 original variables is given by
η˜ =
r0
q
· p0
r − r0
(3)
In practice, however, p0 is unknown, and a common strategy is to replace it with its upper
bound p [17]. Hence we have the following estimated FDR,
ηˆ =
r0
q
· p
r − r0
=
r0
r − r0
·
p
q
(4)
Apparently, when ηˆ is controlled to be no greater than a pre-specified threshold η∗, η˜ is
guaranteed to be no greater than η∗ as well. When q = p, ηˆ can be simplified as r0
r−r0
.
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Determination of the number of variables to eliminate
If the estimated FDR ηˆ (given by equation 4) is less than or equal to the FDR cutoff η∗,
the variable selection procedure stops. Otherwise, the procedure proceeds, and we want to
decide how many variables to eliminate among the r variables that are still in the model.
Let this number bem, and the determination ofm is based on the following considerations.
On one hand, we expect that the elimination process is time-saving and reaches the FDR
threshold quickly; on the other hand, we want to avoid eliminating too many variables at
each step, in which case the FDR may fall much lower than the threshold. We have
Claim 1. If m variables are further eliminated from the current model, the smallest possible
estimated FDR after this step of elimination is
min ηˆnew = (1−
m
r0
) · ηˆ, (5)
where r0 is the number of surrogate variables that are in the model before this step of elimina-
tion.
Proof. Suppose there are m0 surrogate variables among the m variables to be eliminated,
0 ≤ m0 ≤ m, then according to equation 4, ηˆ will be updated to
ηˆnew =
r0 −m0
r − r0 − (m−m0)
·
p
q
. (6)
Note that ηˆnew is monotonically decreasing with respect to m0 for any fixed m, we have
min ηˆnew = ηˆnew|m0=m =
r0 −m
r − r0
·
p
q
. (7)
Equation 4 indicates that 1
r−r0
· p
q
= ηˆ
r0
. Plugging it into 7, we have
min ηˆnew = (r0 −m) ·
ηˆ
r0
= (1−
m
r0
) · ηˆ.
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It follows from equation 5 that min ηˆnew = η∗ when m = (1 − η
∗
ηˆ
) · r0. Also, note that
min ηˆnew is a monotonically decreasing function of m. Therefore, when m < (1 − η
∗
ηˆ
) · r0,
min ηˆnew > η∗ and thus ηˆnew > η∗. That is,
Corollary 1. When m < (1− η
∗
ηˆ
) · r0, the estimated FDR after this step of elimination ηˆ
new is
guaranteed to be still greater than the FDR cutoff η∗.
On the other hand, when m ≥ (1− η
∗
ηˆ
) · r0, min ηˆ
new ≤ η∗. That is,
Corollary 2. When m ≥ (1 − η
∗
ηˆ
) · r0, the estimated FDR after this step of elimination ηˆ
new
may reach the FDR cutoff η∗.
Corollary 1 says that m values less than (1 − η
∗
ηˆ
) · r0 are “safe” but the elimination will
not stop after this step. Corollary 2 says that m values much larger than (1 − η
∗
ηˆ
) · r0 may
not be “safe” anymore. Taking both into consideration, we choose the step size to be
m = ⌈(1−
η∗
ηˆ
) · r0⌉, (8)
where ⌈·⌉ denotes “ceiling”, i.e. the smallest integer that is no less than ·. Notice that when
ηˆ > η∗, which is the premise of continuing to eliminate variables, 1 − η
∗
ηˆ
> 0, and r0 > 0
as well since ηˆ is positive. Thus m is ensured to be no less than 1 at each step of variable
elimination.
This form ofm seems to be quite reasonable for the following reasons. First, if there still
remain a great number of surrogate variables in the network, clearly more of them should
be taken out. As r0 decreases, m will be smaller, and this makes sense since one should
be more careful in further elimination. Second, when ηˆ is much higher than η∗, one will
naturally expect a larger m so that the updated estimated FDR will approach this cutoff.
Using them determined by equation 8, there is a chance that the estimated FDR will get
to the cutoff in only one step. Many times such a fast pace is not preferred as removing too
21
many inputs at a time may make our warm start of the training not warm any more. Hence
we may introduce an “elimination rate” ε, which is a constant between 0 and 1, and take
m = ⌈ε · (1−
η∗
ηˆ
) · r0⌉. (9)
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Tables
test loss test error (%) # of variables FDR
initial final initial final original significant estimated actual
dataset 1
1.177e-2
(5.617e-3)
1.172e-2
(6.474e-3)
0.36
(0.17)
0.27
(0.10)
69.36
(5.07)
61.92
(2.48)
0.093
(0.004)
0.105
(0.044)
dataset 2
4.400e-4
(1.697e-3)
3.220e-5
(1.549e-4)
0.00
(0.00)
0.00
(0.00)
66.88
(8.73)
59.36
(5.87)
0.094
(0.005)
0.107
(0.057)
dataset 3
7.046e-1
(1.098e-2)
1.866e-2
(1.385e-2)
49.42
(1.69)
0.47
(0.48)
26.40
(13.68)
23.00
(11.87)
0.076
(0.031)
0.114
(0.089)
Table 1: Summary statistics of variable selection on the simulation datasets 1 ∼ 3 (aver-
aged over 25 simulations) when p′ = 64, η∗ = 0.1, ε = 1. The numbers in parentheses are
corresponding standard deviations.
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Figure 1: Flowchart of SurvNet.
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Figure 2: Variable selection on one simulation dataset with independent variables. (a) The
number of original variables (r− r0), surrogate variables (r0), and significant variables (r
′)
left at each step of the selection process, together with the estimated FDR (ηˆ) and the num-
ber of variables to be eliminated in the next step (m), when p′ = 64, η∗ = 0.1, and ε = 1. (b)
The number of original and surrogate variables along the selection processes with different
elimination rates when p′ = 64 and η∗ = 0.1. (c) The estimated and actual value of FDR
along the selection processes with different elimination rates when p′ = 64 and η∗ = 0.1.
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ab
Figure 3: Variable selection on the MNIST dataset of digit 4 and 9. (a) Examples of hand-
written digits 4 and 9 (two images for each). The circles mark the locations of distinctive
pixels of these two digits. (b) Heatmaps of the 28 × 28 pixels under four conditions with
different FDR cutoffs and elimination rates, which display the relative importance of the re-
maining pixels. The darker the color of a pixel, the more important it is. The corresponding
conditions are (from left to right): η∗ = 0.1, ε = 1; η∗ = 0.1, ε = 0.5; η∗ = 0.01, ε = 1;
η∗ = 0.01, ε = 0.5.
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Figure 4: Heatmap showing the expression of the selected genes in the single-cell RNA-
Seq dataset in two groups of cells. Rows represent individual genes and columns are 200
randomly chosen cells. The genes whose log-fold changes in OPCs and MOs are less than 1
are distinguished from others.
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